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Background
Belgium has been hard hit during the first COVID-19 infection wave, with the highest

mortality rate among men and women from Sub-Saharan African communities. After a

long and troubled colonial history, the country’s largest Sub-Saharan African

community orginates from the Democratic Republic of Congo. Migrant communities

often maintain traditional perceptions & habits regarding health and healthcare,

resulting in high use of traditional, complementary and alternative medicine (TCAM).

However, TCAM use is highly under-investigated among migrant groups, certainly in a

new context, like the COVID-19 pandemic.

Goals
• document current medicinal plant knowledge and use among the Congolese

community in Belgium in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, and

• get insight in their overall perception of feasible health choices in light of the

pandemic within the community.

Methodology
We conducted 16 in-depth, semi-structured interviews with people from Congolese

descent in Belgium (in real-life and online). Ethnobotanical data was collected through

freelisting. Our qualitative dataset was analyzed through thematic analysis (Clarke &

Braun, 2017) .

Results & Discussion

Four overaching themes: 

1. Reinterpretation of TCAM in the light of COVID-19

• Participants retreated to, reshaped and adapted traditional and culturally bound

knowledge in order to deal with all aspects of the crisis.

• Fifteen plant species were used to treat, prevent and treat symptoms of COVID-19

(Table 1). Artemisia annua L. was the most frequently used herbal medicine.

• Plants used against COVID-19 were selected on the basis of their use against

malaria (curative) and COVID-19 symptoms.

2. ‘A disease like any other’: COVID-19 in a Congolese perspective

• COVID-19 was compared to other common diseases in DR Congo, and the reaction

in Belgium perceived as exaggerated.

3. Information seeking through transnational and digital networks

• Information was mainly sought through informal (digital) (transnational) digital

networks.

4. Vaccination hesitancy

• All participants showed vaccination hesitancy

• (Intergenerationally transmitted) biomedical and governmental mistrust caused by

e.g. racism, discrimination, (post)colonialism and corruption may lay at the basis of

vaccination hesitancy.

Full article:
Conclusion 

• In the context of COVID-19, people of Congolese descent folded back to their own identity: through the use of (mainly Congolese) TCAM,

reshaped and adapted to the new situation, and through intensive communication within the community through digital, transnational

networks.

• We suggest that different levels of distrust in societal institutions resulting from both historical and current interactions between migrants

and other social/ethnic groups, might lead to an increased vulnerability of communities with a migratory background to health-threatening

situations, such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Figure 1: schematic presentation of mechanisms behind medicinal plant use against
COVID-19 among the Congolese community in Belgium

Table 1: List of TCAM used against COVID-19 mentioned by the Congolese 
community in Belgium.


